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The visit of the delegation of Architectural society of Shanghai in 2008



„Sanghajban Magyarország vállalná a kínai nagyvárosban élt Hudec László, a világhírű építész 
lakóházának felújítását és berendezését. Ebben a "magyar házban" magyar építész-tervezők 

kapnának helyet. Orbán Viktor és kísérete hétfőn más ismert Hudec-épület mellett, ezt a 
házat is felkereste.” (MTI)

The visit of the President of Hungary in Shanghai in 2010



Cooperation Statement between AHA –ASSC-ASC in september 2010



Cooperation Statement between AHA –ASSC-ASC in september 2010



The visit of the delegation from Shanghai in 2010



Presentation of new books on Hudec in 2010



The visit of the delegation of Shanghai Dajun Property Development Ltd. 
in march 2011



Fomer Hungarian visit in Shanghai



Photos of the actual state of the house and the site 
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House of Architects, Hall of the Association of Hungarian Architects
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Coverage on Opening Ceremony of New Architectural Exhibition Hungary
 
http://www.sh.xinhuanet.com/2011-04/13/content_22513581.htm
 
Title: Hungary Contemporary Architectural Exhibition Enters Tongji University
Source:  Xinhua News Shanghai
Date:  2011-04-13
 
Organized by Association of Hungarian Architects, Tongji University and Consulate General of 
Hungary in Shanghai, the Hungarian Contemporary Architectural Exhibition was opened on 
April 11th at Tongji University College of Architecture and Urban Planning.  Focusing on the 
themes of heritage preservation and development innovation, the exhibition features 
outstanding architectural buildings at different historical times in Hungary.

Contemporary Hungarian Architecture exhibition at Tongji University
media coverage

http://www.sh.xinhuanet.com/2011-04/13/content_22513581.htm


http://www.chinanews.com/cul/2011/04-13/2968249.shtml
 
Title:  Former Residence of Hudec to be Renovated and Shanghai Legend of Hudec to be 
           Extended
Source:  China News Net
Date:  2011-04-13
 
The Hungarian Contemporary Architecture - New Deco and New Architecture Exhibition, 
featuring a collection of classic designs of Hungarian architect Laszlo Hudec, was opened in 
Shanghai Monday.  The architectural virtuoso of the time again draws attention of the public 
in Shanghai.
 
Hudec was undoubtedly one of the most renowned architects in Shanghai, a city 
characteristic of architectural styles from around the world.  Many of the design works of 
Hudec, including Park Hotel, Grand Cinema and Moore Memorial Church, have been listed 
as ‘Heritage Architecture of Shanghai’.  These classic buildings, along with the stories behind, 
are true reflections of Hudec’ ‘Legend of Shanghai’.
 
At the exhibition hall of Tongji University College of Architecture and Urban Planning, 
dozens of Hudec’s design works on display gently unfold what he had remarkably achieved 
in Shanghai, where he worked for more than 30 years and left the city with indelible traces.

http://www.chinanews.com/cul/2011/04-13/2968249.shtml


During the time of the exhibition, the reconstruction and renovation on former residence of
 Hudec is also underway.  At the interview with the journalists, Dr. Kalman Erno, President of 
Association of Hungarian Architects said they are now negotiating with government of 
Changning District on incorporating Shanghai elements into the renovation of Hudec’s Museum.
 
According to Dr. Kalman, Hudec lived in his residence between 1931 and 1937, when he reached 
the peak in his career.  The building to be rebuilt covers an area of 800 square meters and the 
design proposal for the renovation is being selected, in which 5 companies have been involved 
so far.
 
Although the function of the future Hudec’s Museum is yet to be finalized, the Association of 
Hungarian Architectures is ‘willing to offer to the Chinese side all-inclusive help in the entire 
development project’.  Dr. Erno also disclosed they are discussing cooperation issues with a 
number of universities in Shanghai, so as to recruit participation of more university students in 
the future.
 
The Tudorbethan Hudec House on Panyu Road has three sets of Gothic windows and a round 
arched door on the ground floor, and a mansard prominent window on the second floor.  
Dr. Erno says ‘the House to be renovated needs to be considered as a unity linked with its
 surroundings, therefore we shall find a harmonious and balanced point besides recovering the 
original look of the place.”



Upon completion of the renovation, Dr. Karlman Erno hopes the old Hudec House will become 
the Hudec Museum and be open to the public.  Also, he hopes a Hundec Club will be set up as 
a venue for trainings, lectures and other public and social activities, which will be serving as a 
catalyst in the cultural exchanges between Shanghai and Hungary and Shanghai and Europe

http://newspaper.jfdaily.com/xwwb/html/2011-04/13/content_549618.htm
 
Title:  Old Hudec House to be Rehabilitated This Summer
Source:  Shanghai Evening News
Date:  2011-04-13
 
Hungarian architecture has long since been known for its innovation and vibrance, which is well 
proved by Hungary’s outstanding architect Laszlo Hudec, who dominated Shanghai’s architectural 
outlook in 1930’s.  The architectural exhibition presented by Association of Hungarian Architects,
to be shown on the house for a week, was opened at Tongji University Monday.  Based on the 
sources, the former residence of Hudec, designer of Park Hotel and Grand Cinema and many 
other Shanghai’s landmark buildings, will be under rehabilitation from this summer, and will be 
expected to be a Hudec’s Museum next year.
 
According to President of Association of Hungarian Architects Kalman Erno, they are now working 
with institutions in Changning District on rebuilding Hudec House.  He says the vicinal 
environment of Hudec House has taken on a rather different look, from the previously idyllic 
country-style to the now bustling downtown atmosphere; a balance needs to be found in 

http://newspaper.jfdaily.com/xwwb/html/2011-04/13/content_549618.htm


recovering the House’s original appearance to the maximal extent while keeping it in consistence 
with its surroundings. Kalman Erno says the whole renovation plan is still being designed and 
negotiated, to which Hungarian architects will offer suggestions and opinions whenever needed 
in rehabilitating the old residence as what it had been.  Starting from this summer, the 800 
square-metered building will be under construction and completed by end of this year or 
beginning of next year.   A Hudec Museum will be opened to the public then.  Kalman Erno also 
discloses the two buildings adjacent to Hudec House may be used as a Hudec Club, for uses of 
training, lecture and other social events, aimed at pushing forward cultural exchanges between 
Shanghai and Hungary, and Shanghai and Europe. 

Hard copy coverage:
Construction Times 
Date: 2011-04-07
 
Contemporary Hungarian Architecture – New Ornamentation and New Architecture Exhibition 
Opens in Shanghai
 
By Ni Chaoying
 
An exhibition entitled “Contemporary Hungarian Architecture – New Ornamentation and New 
Architecture” opens on 11th April in the City Planning Institute of Tongji University, Shanghai, and 
can be viewed until 18th April free of charge. The exhibition is a joint project of the Association 



of Hungarian Architects, Tongji University and the Consulate General of Hungary in Shanghai. 
 
Hungarian Architecture has always been known of its innovative energies. It is enough to think 
about the Hungarian architect Laszlo Hudec, who shaped the face of Shanghai in the 1930’s. The 
Association of Hungarian Architects is devoted to the twofold tasks of heritage preservation and 
innovation. These are the fields that they hope to introduce to the visitors of their exhibition 
that is soon to be opened at Tongji University. 
 
In the first part of the exhibition we can see the buildings that inspired Hudec before he came 
to Shanghai. As a student at the Royal Joseph Technical University of Budapest, he could see the 
best neorenaissance and art nouveau buildings of Budapest, and this style formed an artistic 
background to what later became Hudec’s unique art in the next few decades in Shanghai. 
 
Examples of Hungarian organic architecture are displayed in the second part, and are bound to 
please the Chinese professional audience with their extensive use of natural forms and materials. 
Organic architecture, the major trend of Hungarian architecture of the past four decades, is 
playful and quiet, often with a spiritual depth.
 
The third part of the exhibition displays the works of contemporary Hungarian architects. 
 
The exhibition will be opened at 16:30 on 11th April in the … Hall of Tongji University, Shanghai, 
and can be viewed until 18th April free of charge. The exhibition is the outcome of a fruitful and 
very promising cooperation between the Association of Hungarian Architects and Tongji 
University.



Media Centre > Press Releases
CEIBS Hosts EU Day 2011 
 2011-05-12 17:24:25 

May 12, 2011. Shanghai campus -- Tokaji wine tasting, a breathtaking photo exhibit showcasing Hungarian architecture, a 
debate on the role of Eastern European countries in the EU and the showing of Hungarian animation movies all made for 
an interesting mix of activities as CEIBS staged EU Day 2011 today. The event attracted an audience of about 150 to the 
CEIBS Shanghai Campus.

CEIBS Executive President Zhu Xiaoming (5th right) and Vice President and Co-Dean Zhang Weijiong (right) met with 
VIPs ahead of the event. The day's keynote speaker was Mayor of the Hungarian City of Debrecen Mr. Lajos Kósa (5th left).

Contemporary Hungarian Architecture exhibition at CEIBS Shanghai

http://www.ceibs.edu/media/index.shtml
http://www.ceibs.edu/media/archive/index.shtml
http://www.ceibs.edu/media/archive/index.shtml


EU Day was jointly hosted by CEIBS and the Consulate General of the Republic of Hungary, which now holds the Presidency of
the Council of the European Union. This is the third year that CEIBS has hosted EU Day, as part of activities under the 
EU-China BMT Project. The BMT Project is a joint initiative, supported by the Chinese Government and the European Union, 
whose goals include raising awareness of the European Union in China and knowledge about the European as a political and 
economic entity. 

Official welcome and opening of a photographic and video exhibition by Consul General of Hungary László Kuti.



CEIBS EU Day 2011 began with an official welcome and opening of a photographic and video exhibition by Consul General of 
Hungary László Kuti. The theme of the display was ‘The Tradition of Innovation in Hungarian Architecture’. Among the 
stunning displays were the works of one of Hungary’s most renowned architects, Laszlo Hudec, who also helped shape the 
face of Shanghai in the 1930s. His works include the city’s Park Hotel and the Grand Theatre. “This exhibit proves that 
Hungarian architecture is a good example of how to preserve tradition by constantly innovating,” said Consul General 
László Kuti. “The CEIBS campus is an architectural masterpiece at which to display these works.”

Guests sample Tokaji wine and view the exhibit. 



As guests took a closer look at the photographs that adorned the walls of the AC 3 Lobby, they enjoyed sips of Hungary’s 
delicious Tokaji Wine. The pieces featured a wide range of architectural styles captured in Roman Catholic and Calvinist 
churches, synagogues, holiday homes, libraries, and much more. 
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